Abstract. The growth factor plays an important role in the error analysis of Gaussian elimination. It is well known that when partial pivoting or complete pivoting is used the growth factor is usually small, but it can be large. The examples of large growth usually quoted involve contrived matrices that are unlikely to occur in practice. We present real and complex n n matrices arising from practical applications that, for any pivoting strategy, yield growth factors bounded below by n/2 and n, respectively. These matrices enable us to improve the known lower bounds on the largest possible growth factor in the case of complete pivoting. For partial pivoting, we classify the set of real matrices for which the growth factor is 2 "-1 Finally, we show that large element growth does not necessarily lead to a large backward error in the solution of a particular linear system, and we comment on the practical implications of this result.
Complete lfivoting. (The pivot element is selected as the element oflargest absolute value in the whole of the remaining square submatrix.) Wilkinson [26, pp. 282-285 has shown that with complete pivoting lc < nl/2( 213 .n l/(n-1))
Cn l/2nl/41g n and that this bound is not attainable. He states in 26, p. 285 that "no matrix has been encountered in practice for which p/p was as large as 8," and in 28, p. 213 that "no matrix has yet been discovered for which f(r) > r." (Pi (n + l)st pivot, f(r) Pr.) Cryer 7 defines (1.3)
A. R nxn
The following results are known: g(2) 2 (trivial). g(3) 2 4 ; Tornheim (see 7 ]) and Cohen 6 ].
g(4) 4; Cryer [7] . g(5) < 5.005; Cohen [6] . Tornheim (see [7 ] ) has shown that O,(H,) _ n for any n n Hadamard matrix Hn. H, is a Hadamard matrix if each his {-1, } and the rows of H, are mutually orthogonal. Hadamard matrices exist only for certain n; a necessary condition for their existence if n > 2 is that n is a multiple of four. For more about Hadamard matrices see [14, Chap. 14] and [25] .
Cryer [7 conjectured that for real matrices p (A) -< n, with equality if and only if A is a Hadamard matrix. This conjecture is known to be false for complex matrices because Tornheim has constructed a 3 3 complex matrix A for which I(A) > 3 (see [7] 2. Matrices with a large growth factor. We begin with a result that shows how to obtain a lower bound for the growth factor in Gaussian elimination. The bound applies whatever strategy is used for interchanging rows and columns, but we will be concerned only with partial and complete pivoting. THEOREM 2.1. Let AC n" be nonsingular, and set ct=maxi,j lal, /-maxi,j I(A-l)il, and 0 (a)-l. Then 0 <= n, and for any permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ has an LUfactorisation, the growth factor p for Gaussian elimination without pivoting on PAQ satisfies n O.
Proof The inequality 0 < n follows from -_ a(A -)ji 1. Consider an LU factorisation PAQ LU computed by Gaussian elimination. We have lul erU-el lerU-'Z-e lerah-erel (2) In the case of partial pivoting Q 1, and the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that we can take fl max2 I(A-)21, which leads to a lower bound 0 potentially larger than the one in the theorem. ( 3) The relation u; (A-)i2 is used also in [4] , with the aim of investigating cases where Unn is small.
To illustrate the theorem, consider a Hadamard matrix H. We have HH= nI, and so H n-Hr,. Since h01 1, the theorem gives p _ n. As a special case we obtain p (H,) _ n, as in [7] (this derivation is essentially the same as the one in [7 ] ). We present six further matrices to which the theorem can profitably be applied: [16] .) For C the points aj cos ((j 1)r/ (n 1)) are the extrema of T,_ 1, and for C2 the points aj cos ((j 1/2)r/n) are the zeros of T,. The Chebyshev polynomials satisfy orthogonality conditions over both these sets of points 15 -t --tl2 -t-t22 --t3 -I-/23
--t4-l-/24 19 --tll --t12 t22 -'/13 t23 q-t33 --tl4-/24 -1-t34 t9 --tl --/12 --/22 --t3 t23 t33 --t4--/24--t34-1-/44 19 --tl --tE--t2 --t3--t23--t33 --t4--tE4--t34--t44 19 We mention that it is straightforward to extend Theorem 2.2 to complex matrices.
As well as being of theoretical interest, the matrices given in this section are useful test matrices for linear equation As our use of the notation E in (1.1) and F in (3.1) Our aim is to obtain an informative bound for the minimal backward error 1(71.
To do this we write r b A F, from (3.1a), and invoke the bound (3.1b), obtaining Irl-IFI I1 _(2 /)ILI 10111.
Our observation is that any large growth, which necessarily takes the form of large elements of when partial pivoting is used, will not fully affect the backward error for a particular if Ill01 I111 << 011i111. -llailoollSxll-211hlloo.
Hence, using (3.3), we have IlGlloo-2-r(2 +-r) IlAllo(l + 0(2-")), which is an ideal backward error result, containing no growth factor term.
To illustrate the analysis we describe some numerical experiments performed using [20] . However we are not aware of a published analysis like the one above, and we feel that the result deserves to be better known.
It is important to stress that large growth is indeed very uncommon with partial pivoting (see the quotation from 28 in 1), and that when it does occur there is a high probability that it will adversely affect the stability ofthe computed solution . .N evertheless, the result above has implications for how one uses a linear equation solver.
For example, consider the use of threshold versions of partial pivoting (including no pivoting at all); here large growth factors are much more common, and it is standard practice to monitor stability by estimating the error in the factorisation, A LO 5 ], [11 ] - [ 13 ] . If the estimate is large then a popular course of action is to carry out a 
